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In-Field Talking Points



Introduction.

Who among agents will a seller list with when they decide to sell and why?

This is a question we all ask seeking an answer that will lead us to preparing a foolproof program for 

gaining listings. We at least consider its premise whether positing the question or not planning the 

things we will do to succeed in real estate.

The Answer is Not Complicated / They list with (1) An agent they know (2) An agent they like (3) An 

agent that wants the work and (4) An agent whose narrative makes the most sense (a narrative, of 

course, is a story). That's the clinker. Most any agent can meet the first three objectives, but the one that 

wins is usually the one with the best story and who tells it compellingly irrespective of their sales and 

marketing experience, expertise or program.

Our job, mainly, is to complete the cycle, 1-to-4, with as many sellers as possible. This of course begins 

at a seller's door by our stopping to say hello to introduce ourselves and program; but as we move 

through the steps from (1) to (2) to (3) we must always be cognizant of (4), the stories we tell and the 

objective of telling our story – at whatever stage -- better than the other side tells theirs.

The main advantage of having a reference like the in-field talking points and of looking them over 
once in a while is that the more we look into ideas relative to the subject of things said by either sellers 
or ourselves when visiting during a first-call or follow-up, the more our words and statements will 
become infused with intent and purpose and by that, the more professional we will appear to be to all 
we visit with. Our activity will acquire a quality inherent of being a “Top of The Mark” professional.

Without a “Top of The Mark” transcendence, our work – any work – can lack beauty. Because of that, I 
have always tried to imbue my work with a quality of magic by saying things differently than a run of 
the mill agent might say them, even about the same exact things.

With the talking points outlined herein, I aspire to lay a groundwork of transcendent points of conver-
sation you can share with a seller when appropriate but, mostly, you will just use plain English and 
short phrases to explain your points. There’s nothing wrong with that, but every now and then one of 
these transcendent ideas will come to mind and after sharing it, you’ll look at your prospect and say, 
“That came out good, didn’t it?” They’ll smile and nod in agreement.

My favorite, standout, greeting when first calling on a seller that experienced an expired 
listing is the bold statement that follows. 

We must stand, act, and speak as though we are sure of ourselves. Jesus, for example, went to the 
tomb of Lazarus and said, “Lazarus, come out!” You don’t have to be a Christian to understand the 
implication of this; fact or fiction this is how we make things happen. Be bold, speak thus. To get your 
head straight, maybe think “Lazarus, come out!” on your walk from car to door. Every door!

The Initial Greeting.

Mr. Smith? My name is Al Lewis. I sell “Top of The Mark” real estate [I look around as though 
impressed by the property and motion inclusively with arms] to Rich Overseas Buyers and 
Locals with Means. I stopped to see if we might talk about Selling again, but with a program 
that will get you to where you want to go [nodding assuredly].”

If the seller says,”Yes,” I of course talk about our program and seek a time to visit 
again to conduct a proper listing presentation. If they say they’ve changed their 
mind and don’t want to sell or some other stall or objection, I say... 

Thank you for saying that, that’s exactly what I expected to hear.

Nine-out-of-ten sellers, though, that say they’ve changed their minds about selling go back 
on the market within nine months of the expiration of a listing on their home with a “New 



Agent” even if they’re sure right now, like you, that they won’t.

So just in case that happens here, I’m going to drop you this card once in a while that 
highlights a great program that’ll get you to where you want to go at the top of the market, 
quickly, should you decide to sell again. To do better you have to get better and this is a 
program for doing that: Turnaround Sales and Marketing.

By means of a number of special programs that no one else has, we take slow-sale real 
estate, usually an expired listing, and turn it into fast-sale real estate: often listing, selling and 
closing in ninety-days homes that were long on the market.

I won’t bother you but, maybe, two or three months from now if I’m in your neighborhood, 
I’ll stop again to see if you’re in the same place in your thinking. You might “Turnaround” 
yourself and decide after all that you want to sell.

I hand them the card (see supplement), end the conversation and split. That “eye contact” and conver-
sation is the hello that will lead to a relationship and program look over down the line provided I fol-
low-up as said. 

All relationships begin with hello, don’t they? Hello said every now and then here and there in real 
estate can earn you a million dollars a year; and all you have to do is to just say hello to get it. Then 
after saying hello and starting a conversation like shown above, you every now and then can reach 
into your bag of tricks, like Felix the Cat, and pull out some transcendent idea that will not only wow 
your prospective client, but you yourself as you are saying it. This is great fun.

The Help Agenda / All in all, we in the field are practicing what I call The Help Agenda: It’s every-
one’s joy to help you, for your helping them. We help each other to success. Believe this and you’ll see 
it. Who should a seller list with except the one that calls on them with an offer and promise of help?

This is the premise upon which we build and grow our business.

Alternate Greeting.

Hi. My name is ____________________. I sell real estate here in ___________________________ and 
stopped to see if we might talk about selling your house again.  

Seller Says... I Changed My Mind, I Don’t Want to Sell (or Any Other Put Off).

You Say... Okay, thank you, that’s what I expected, but I’m not here to list your house today. 

I was doing some work nearby and just wanted to stop before leaving to give you this. (Hold up and 
show your “Turnaround” sales and marketing card.)

Hand Seller Your Card and Continue... Most sellers like yourself that experience an expired listing go 
back on the market within nine-months of the expiration, no matter how sure they are they won’t, and 
somewhere along the way to doing that, wish there was a professional marketing company they could 
list with and not just another local area agent; we are that alternate of choice.

There’s a great difference between putting a home on the market and marketing a home.

Open Your Twelve-Step Talking Points Agenda... We specialize in turnaround sales and marketing. 
We take slow-sale real estate (an expired listing) and turn it into fast-sale real estate (a closed escrow) by 
means of a structured multilevel marketing program executed with vigor, and we’ve been doing it for 
more than forty years. 

Note / With your Listing Book open, flash our twelve-step marketing program, The Talking Points, and 
flip through the Seller Services Portfolio; Highlight some of our special principles of operation and pro-
grams like The Secret of Success, Branding, Advertising, The Money Door, Radiant-Outreach and Sale-
by-Auction Marketing; end with a look at the Supplements suggesting that even professional sellers, 
Builders, use our services to turn dead-in-the-water projects into top selling winners for the same reasons 
that home owners do: structured marketing, executed with vigor.



Close / If there is something I want or hope to get by stopping by today, it’s just an opportunity to share 
our program with you, along with any others you look at, when the time to sell comes ‘round again. I’ll 
just drop you this card as a reminder once in a while of that interest. I won’t bother or pester you, but if 
I’m in the neighborhood maybe two or three months from now, I’ll stop to say “Hi” again.

Tell Me More... About This or That.

Thank you for asking, I’m glad you want to know more, but my role right now is first-contact for both 
myself and my partner, forty-year sales and marketing professional Al Lewis, the broker for my company, 
Real Estate Professionals World Enterprise Marketing. The details of our program, generally, are pre-
sented by Al and I together with a new Top of the Mark appraisal of your property in hand.

What might be a good time for us to stop by with that and to share the highlights of our program?

Tell Me More about Your Partner... Who is Al Lewis?

Al Lewis is a marketing professional whose expertise is structured, multilevel marketing more like that 
required of the building-trade to move hundreds, even thousands of units within some specific time 
frame at one particular location whether the market is up or down, and has unique programs for doing 
that for both builders and home owners alike and he’s been doing it for both for forty-years. 

That’s why I associated with him.

In affiliation with Al, my role right now is first-contact with prospective clients like yourself. Every success-
ful business requires outreach to succeed and grow and, well, here I stand on the doorstep of opportu-
nity, so to speak, seeking merely to gain an opportunity whether now or later to share our program for 
turning what we call slow-sale real estate, an expired listing, into fast-sale real estate with you. There’s 
no obligation, of course, for looking our program over.

Sidebar: The Expert from Afar / People are usually more impressed with an expert from a distant city 
than they are with an expert who might be readily available to them right in their own backyard. Often, 
the farther an expert has to travel for a business consultation, the more highly his expertise will be val-
ued. People who behave this way will deny they are doing so but, still, they behave this way because it is 
intuitively known that to change something, you have to be different from what you are trying to change, 
and the expert from afar brings this difference to the table. In your dealings with sellers that have experi-
enced an expired listing even though they listed once or twice or, even, three times with different local 
area experts, you can reference me, your partner, as an expert from afar and derive great benefit by 
doing this until that day when you, yourself, are referenced as an expert from afar by a marketing part-
ner of your own.

The Market is Weak.

The Market’s Weak, I’m Going to Wait to Sell Until it Improves.

The market’s weak? Where’d you get that information? Let me tell you how good the market really is. 

During the last 180 days in southern California there were just over 12,000 closings of properties 
between the prices of $1/Million and $10/million; more than 2,000 per month average and you just 
weren't one of them. 

There are, in most areas, more houses for sale than there are buyers during some time frame like a six-
month period, but if a property is marketed with ingenuity it can be the “First” to sell among all competi-
tion within its area or region. We often list, sell, and close within ninety-days properties that have been 
long-on-the-market. That's our goal and intention, turnaround sales and marketing, list with us and 
never go unsold or expired again.

Open Your Listing Book and Flip through its Pages while Talking.

Our program is made up of many unique, proprietary fast-sale programs practiced by our company 
alone (1) We have a unique way of branding (2) Selling by auction or bid (3) and of reaching out to buy-
ers-with-means the world over through a program we call Radiant-Outreach Network Marketing (4) 



Many companies say they have programs for doing these things, but most are just smoke-and-mirrors 
(5) We'd like to show you how to really do it.

As I said, I didn't stop by to list your house today, but to ask for an opportunity, whether now or future for 
my partner Al Lewis and I to do a new pricing worksheet on your property to see if by our unique method 
of valuation and marketing we might ask even more for your house than you asked previously and “get 
it” because of our programs rather than your having to lower your price to make something happen like 
most agents suggest near the end of a listing or after it expires. When we look at the pricing worksheet 
we'll look at the extraordinary features of our multi-level sales and marketing program too.

Note / If the seller shows interest, close on an appointment or seek their concession deadline, the time 
they will or must concede to listing again, and follow-up per the Wealth Agenda that follows.

You Agents are All Alike.

When Seller Says, Answer as Follows.“You Agents are All Alike,” 

We often are challenged by a statement that real estate agents are all alike. That’s definitely true of 
99.99% of active agents; it only takes ninety-days, after all, to get a real estate license so doctors and 
lawyers we’re not, but there is a bright side.

There are sixty-thousand active agents in Orange County and that little teeny one-hundredth of one-
percent at the top means there are, maybe, six standout marketing professionals with super-excellent 
structures and strategies for making things happen that the 99.99% know nothing about; and among 
the standout six (1) One has to have been in business the longest: four-decades in my partner’s case (2) 
One has to have had the widest variety of professional sales and marketing experiences: builder sales, 
for example, on hundreds of projects as both the advertising agency of record and broker in addition to 
resales, again representational of my partner’s experience and (3) One has to have sold the most real 
estate: he, again, and our company.

My partner Al Lewis and I, together, qualify on all counts. Though my role right now is first-contact and 
specifically not the lead relative to our program, credentials gained over a career spanning four-decades 
doing one thing – High-Level Residential Sales and Marketing – are the collateral we put up to establish 
the viability of our programs and this, of course, is done in-house during a proper listing presentation 
when the time comes that you decide to sell again.

Note / There are 40,000 active agents in San Diego County, 60,000 in Orange County, and 120,000 
in Los Angeles County. Substitute the numbers accordingly.

When Seller Says, Answer as Follows.“I Already Know Whom I’m Going to List with,” 

I can appreciate that. We don’t want to step on anyone’s toes, but if I may...

To Do Better You Have to Get Better. Should you go on the market again with the same company or a 
similar local area agent who had equal access to MLS the whole time your house was for sale whose 
combined magic, when you get down to it, is just the multiple listing service, it’s likely you’ll have the 
same experience again and go another six-months or year unsold.

We are the alternate of choice.

The Turnaround.

When Seller Says, “No, I Don’t Want to Sell.”

Thank you for that, but “No” usually means “Yes.” Let me explain.

The fact is twenty-five percent of all sellers like yourself that experience an expired listing re-list with a 
new agent within thirty-days of the expiration and ninety-percent overall re-list with a new agent within 
nine months in spite of the disappointment or, even, anger they feel at the time of the expiration. So, 



based on that, the odds are nine-to-one that you will re-list sometime during that time frame and that 
“No” just means not today or tomorrow.

Which group are you in, the thirty-day group or the nine-month group? 

Thank you for that.

Note / If the seller seems open to conversation continue with the Power Close or General Questions. 
Close on commitment (an Appointment) or advance (a Lead) to follow-up.

Mission Statement. / Used Whenever You Feel Like It.

The Whole Dialogue – Your Life’s Purpose – Spoken with Vigor.

Every Great Endeavor or Program is Defined by a Mission Statement... Ours is Mission Sold.

It’s our intention to get you more money for your house than anyone believes possible in today’s market 
and, possibly, more money for your house than anyone has ever gotten before for a house like yours in 
this entire area or neighborhood; and, it's our intention to do it quickly: to list, sell and close within 
ninety-days. To do that we have to do some extraordinary things like, maybe, selling by auction or mar-
keting to rich overseas buyers in the International community; and we have do some of the ordinary 
things in an extraordinary way like open house marketing, we call it The Money Door, if allowed we hold 
open house Saturday and Sunday every week; and much more.

We’ll Brand your property, for example, both on-site and in the media with such a strong Image of Suc-
cess that its Power of Attraction will be Irresistible; we’ll execute a Supernova of Sales Activity made up of 
Bold and Enterprising Programs we call The Extra Mile that move through the marketplace like jugger-
nauts: unstoppable forces that crush whatever are in their path always focused on doing First Things First 
and on keeping the Main Thing, the Main Thing.

Many great goals are not reached in real estate because brokers, agents and whole companies are just 
not disciplined about doing First Things First and on keeping the Main Thing, the Main Thing, like 
focused advertising, websites and on-site marketing by Open House to get your body count up (buyers 
that visit your property). 

We have programs for drawing both buyers and agents to your property like metal shavings to a power-
ful magnet in greater numbers than any other program on the market. Once put to work, because of 
our efforts, we in no time at all become the dominant local agent and make your house the main attrac-
tion through creative marketing.

The Path to that is through The Pillars of Success: (1) Strategic Planning (2) Intentioned Activity 
and (3) Records to Substantiate Effort and Progress. Our Seller Services Portfolio is Expressive 
of This (Show Your Introductory In-Field Portfolio).

Note / If the seller seems open to conversation, continue with General Questions. Close on commitment 
(an Appointment) or advance (a Lead) to follow-up.

It’s Meant to Be.

When Seller Says, “It’s Meant to Be.”

A fellow marketing partner once called on me to ask about a comeback for something a seller said 
when asked if it was a good time to talk about selling again.

The lady of the house said to him, “The house didn't sell, so I guess it's meant to be.”

He didn't quite know how to answer a statement by the seller that deferred responsibility for the sale of 
her property or not to a higher-force: God or fate.

I pondered the question for a moment and came back with this:

First, I said, let's reflect back on lessons shared in one of our start-up documents, The Golden Key of 



Success. Within it I suggested that it's the seller's job to get rid of you, an unknown agent that has come 
to list their house for the purpose of gaining a whopping commission ranging in the tens, if not hundreds 
of thousands of dollars, and that everything they say opposes what they have done. 

They say they don't want to sell, but their home was on the market for six months or longer; they say 
they've changed their mind about selling, but statistically ninety-percent of sellers that experience an 
expired listing resurface to list again within nine months; and so forth.

I then advised that “it's meant to be” is just one other form of lie or stall sellers come up with to end the 
conversation with you, an unknown agent, to get on with their business; they may think they mean it or 
not, they're not obligated to tell you more, it's just a comeback.

I then Suggested a Comeback of Our Own.

When a seller says, “The house didn't sell, so I guess it's meant to be,” you say, “I'm with you on that, 
Amen (include God), but you know the method or path of creation by God, our creator whatever one's 
religion or spiritual orientation, is by one 'meant to be' following another from the beginning of time to 
now. 

“The way I see it is that it was meant to be, a miracle you might say, that you and I meet because I have 
the knockdown program that will (1) Not only get you to where you want to go with the sale of your 
house in a timely fashion, but also (2) Get you more money for your house than anyone has ever gotten 
before for a home like yours in this entire area and neighborhood. 

“So, because ninety-percent of sellers that experience an expired listing like you decide to sell again 
within only nine-months, here's what I'm going to do to ensure that we talk again when that time 
comes.”

From this point, I said, discuss your plan for contact and follow-up as you normally would.

It Must be Fate.

When Seller Says, “It Must be Fate that My House Didn’t Sell.”

Paralleling “It’s Meant to Be” somewhat is a statement by a seller that it must be fate that their house 
didn’t sell, and by saying this, seek to put you off (to get rid of you). When you get this, you need to put 
your leader’s hat on and lead by suggesting something like the following:

Fate is somehow entwined with things thought of as divine, something having to do with God, but in 
laymen's terms isn't your fate or mine merely that which you or I must inevitably experience?

I don't know much about the Divine aspect of fate because that's the whole point of things Divine, that 
they must be taken on faith, but I do know something about self-sufficiency and the future belonging to 
those who create it. Of what good, after all, would goal setting be if we didn’t have something to do 
with outcomes?

If, for example, you were to jump off the San Francisco Bridge, I could foresee your fate and I definitely 
am not God. What would happen is that in about four seconds after jumping you would hit the water 
below at a speed of about ninety-miles an hour. Only three of more than 1600 known jumpers since the 
bridge opened in 1937 survived the jump. I'd say, jump, and your fate is pretty well wrapped up.

Similarly, do nothing to sell and, well, you won’t sell. That would be your fate. Getting on to things of 
interest you would like to experience upon the successful sale of your house just get put off. 

On the other hand, you could take the bull by the horns, put the train on the track so-to-speak and take 
charge of future making, your future, by striving to sell again but with an agent and program that stretch 
and break the boundaries of the mass-solution to real estate sales practiced by conventional area-bound 
agents, companies and franchise giants. That would, of course, by my company and program.

You can get anything you want in real estate if you realize they are gained by bold and enterprising sales 
and marketing that move through the market like juggernauts: unstoppable forces that crush whatever 



are in their path. It’s our objective to create a “fate” for you that includes selling your house at the top of 
the market, first, in your neighborhood irrespective of price or conditions of the time.

Note / From this point, discuss your program, plan for contact and follow-up as you normally would.

Bring Me a Buyer.

When Seller Says, “I will Not List the House, but Bring Me a Buyer and I’ll Pay You 
a Commission” You Say...

Thanks for the offer, I'll take you up on that, but you know real estate is a business and not a happen-
stance. Marketing, as you know, is the key to success in business whether a mega retailer like Macy's, or 
a manufacturing monster like Mercedes, or a maker of Big Macs like McDonalds.

The future belongs to those who create it and in big-business it is created by marketing; the same holds 
true for real estate. We, at Real Estate Professionals World Enterprise Marketing (said slowly and clearly) 
are marketing professionals and brokers, and have a plan for marketing your property to get it sold at a 
price you want without an Exclusive Listing or going on MLS if that's how you really want to do it, a 
unique and extraordinary way of proceeding under the Long Forgotten, Misunderstood, and Never Used 
Open Listing under which you have no real obligation to your Realtor except upon the sale of your prop-
erty at full price. We can plan a time to look this over now.

Note / The purpose of proceeding this way is akin to something like baby steps. Start small with doubtful, 
obtuse sellers and, after establishing yourself as a marketing professional by the many things you will do 
even under this agreement, you will proceed to the Exclusive Right to Sell Listing Agreement when ready.

General Questions.

Why are you selling? How long was your home on the market? 

Do you have any idea why it didn't sell? Did you get any offers at all?

Did you have many open houses? Ever heard of the 49-to-1 Rule?

If your property were sold and in escrow now, how soon would you like to move?

What’s your moving price?

At this point, I would like to ask you to go to The Real Estate Fellowship (.com), to the Fellowship Library 
and read items 7A and 7B, Top Producer Listing. These are our lead development and client cultivation 
formulas for success. It is by your faith-in and adherence-to these programs that nine out of ten “No’s” 
can be converted to “Yes’s” and into listings; also read The Golden Key of Success, Listing Madness and 
Attack the Card.

Your objective in the field is to make first-appointments for you and I to present the Real Estate Profes-
sionals’ sales and marketing program to prospective sellers. That is accomplished by acting on Implied 
Consent. 

When a prospect nods in agreement, walks and talks in synch with the things you are saying, aah’s and 
hmm’s, they are indicating Implied Consent. When you see and feel this, stop talking, and close by sug-
gesting an appointment date and time; or because of things they have said, suggest an advance by dis-
cussing your follow-up plan if you have made a decision to convert a “Prospect” into a “Lead” for culti-
vation into a “Client” per the Un/Conventional Farm explained in item 7B per the suggested reading.

Note / When making appointments seek to schedule times for either 10:30 in the morning, 2:30 in the 
afternoon, or 7:30 at night. This allows us both to miss major drive-time traffic getting to the property 
and are times after breakfast, before lunch; after lunch, before dinner; and after dinner; but any time 
needed by a seller is okay. Also, try to give me a forty-eight hour notice (a day in between); this will allow 
me ample time to do a new appraisal. If, though, a seller should want to meet the same day or evening 
you called on them or the next day because they are in the process of taking action on selling with an 
agent now, give me a call and I’ll try to rise to the calling, I’m always ready and mobile.



Important / When a seller shows readiness to look our program over, make an appointment right then 
and there for you and I to do this and confirm the date and time with me afterward; don’t suggest that 
you’ll talk to me and call back to schedule a time. You can always redirect if I can’t make it.

Lastly / Enjoy yourself, talk, make friends and you’ll find that the prospects you contact and follow-up 
will grow to welcome your visits. The hard part, you’ll find, will be breaking away. You’ll just have to look 
at your watch and suggest that you are sure enjoying yourself, but that you’ve got to get back to work 
and will call again.

As a general rule, “The Best Sellers (you as a salesperson) are Story Tellers,” listing is a sales activity. The 
longer you talk when visiting with sellers, the greater the likelihood of your success. When sharing the 
ideas suggested herein just assume that silence means acceptance and assume the leadership role. 

Do these things and as Zig Zigler says, “I’ll See You at The Top!”

Broker / Real Estate Professionals Allstate Marketing

Al Lewis / Broker/Mentor

714-744-0617

 The Real Estate Fellowship . com

CADRE 00524259

Principal / Real Estate Professionals World Enterprise Marketing



SUPPLEMENT

SUPPLEMENT

Sample In-Field Marketing Card
Leave Your “Turnaround” Sales and Marketing Card and Note with Sellers

or at the Door on Every Visit.

( )HOW TO TURN SLOW-SALE REAL ESTATE AN EXPIRED LISTING  INTO FAST-SALE
REAL ESTATE IRRESPECTIVE OF PRICE, PLACE OR CONDITIONS OF THE TIME.

Sometimes in Real Estate Close is Not Good Enough / To Do Better You Have to Get Better.
When it is believed that selling will not be a challenge because of the quality and features of a property or its 
price, or because of supply-and-demand relative to some “Hot” region or locale, or the economic climate in 
general – High-Level Professional Marketing – is not something people think a lot about: half-measures are 
adequate to the job, even discount services. Why not ! 

On the Other Hand / When the Wheel Turns and You Find “Unexpectedly ” that Selling is a 

Challenge, a Weak Line of Action will Not Suffice. To Do Better, You Have to Get Better.

MISSIONMISSIONMISSIONMISSIONMISSIONMISSION
SOLDSOLDSOLDSOLDSOLDSOLDBE SOLD FASTBE SOLD FASTBE SOLD FASTBE SOLD FASTBE SOLD FASTBE SOLD FAST BE SOLD FASTBE SOLD FASTBE SOLD FASTBE SOLD FASTBE SOLD FASTBE SOLD FAST

Get to Know the Broker & Program that Will get You to Where You Want to Go

Real Estate Professionals World Enterprise Marketing



SUPPLEMENT

SUPPLEMENT

Sample Message on Back of Marketing Card
The “Turnaround” Sales and Marketing Card is Personalized with (1) You as an Affiliate of Real Estate Professionals

World Enterprise Marketing and (2) Your Broker or Associate-Licensee Affiliation. The Card with Labels Printed as Mail-Merge
Labels from XL Data Provided Weekly are Mailed in Envelope, Left with Sellers or at the Gate or Door on Every Visit.

United
States
Postal
Service

It is not my intention to solicit the offerings of other brokers.
If currently listed with a broker or agent, please disregard this notice. 

Never Go Unsold
or Expired.

No Obligation In-House
Presentation of Broker Services
with New Top of The Mark
Appraisal.

RealEstateProfessionalsAllstateMarketing.com

Turnaround Sales & Marketing / It is Our Privilege to

have Turned Most Every Type of “Slow-Sale” Real Estate into “Fast-Sale”
Real Estate for Owners that Experienced an Expired Listing on Each: Entry

Level, Middle Range and High-End Homes and Condos;
Custom Homes and Estates. Call Any Time.

Pat & Patricia Nunes
9302 17th Street, Santa Ana CA 92705

Stopped to Talk About Selling

Expired 7/15/2019 180 Days on Mkt at $1,495,000

Never Go Unsold or “Expired” Again

Always Available.
714-744-0617

 / PrincipalAl Lewis
Real Estate Professionals World Enterprise Marketing

Advertising / Merchandising
Sales / Since 1975

Broker / Real Estate Professionals Allstate Marketing / DRE 00524259



There’s
A Friendly Smile

and
A Waiting Seller

Behind Every
Door.
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